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Abstract

This paper considers optimal routing and channel as-
signment (RCA) schemes to realize hypercube communica-
tion on optical mesh–like networks. Specifically, we iden-
tify lower bounds on the number of channels required to
realize hypercube communication on top of array and ring
topologies and develop optimal RCA schemes that achieve
the lower bounds on these two topologies. We further ex-
tend the schemes to mesh and torus topologies and obtain
RCA schemes that use at most 2 more channels than the
optimal for these topologies.

1. Introduction

In an optical interconnection network, each physical link
can be multiplexed to create severalvirtual channelsvia
either Time–division multiplexing(TDM) or wavelength–
division multiplexing(WDM) [3, 6, 8]. A direct optical con-
nection, also called alightpath[3], between two nodes can
be established using the virtual channels. To achieveall–
optical communication without optical/electrical and elec-
trical/optical conversions at intermediate nodes, the same
channel on all links along the path must be used to estab-
lish the lightpath. This requirement is called thechannel–
continuousrequirement [2].

Due to the channel–continuous requirement, traditional
embedding techniques, which typically minimize thecon-
gestionfor a given communication pattern, are not suffi-
cient to minimize the number of virtual channels needed to
realize the communication in an optical network.Routing
and channel assignment(RCA) tries to minimize the num-
ber of channels to realize a communication requirement by

�This work was supported in part by NSF award MIP 9633729.

taking into consideration both routing options and channel
assignment options. The RCA problem can be described as
follows. Given a set of all–optical connections, the problem
is to (a) find routes from the source nodes to their respec-
tive destinations, and (b) assign channels to these routes so
that the same channel is assigned to all the links of a par-
ticular route. The goal of RCA is to minimize the number
of assigned channels. We show in this paper that, using
traditional XY shortest path routing, (nearly) optimal RCA
schemes for realizing hypercube communication on mesh–
like topologies can be achieved.

Realizing hypercube communication efficiently on opti-
cal mesh–like networks is important because of the follow-
ing reasons. (1) There exist many parallel algorithms that
use the hypercube communication pattern [7]. (2) Realizing
a virtual hypercube topology, whose diameter isO(lg(N)),
where N is the network size, on top of a mesh–like topology
with a larger diameter, reduces the average number of relays
when messages are routed on the virtual hypercube rather
than on the physical mesh–like topology. The number of
relays per message transmission is particularly important in
optical networks where a relay requires optical/electronic
and electronic/optical conversions. An extensive study of
the maximum throughput and the message delay of routing
dynamic traffic on the virtual hypercube described in this
paper is performed in [12], where it is shown that routing
messages on the logical hypercube, in general, improves
the communication efficiency over routing messages on the
physical mesh–like topologies.

In this paper, we study optimal RCA schemes for hy-
percube communication on optical mesh–like networks.
Specifically, given networks of sizeN , we prove thatb2N

3
c

andbN
3
+ N

4
c channels are the minimum required to real-

ize hypercube communication on array and ring topologies,
respectively. We develop routing and channel assignment
schemes that achieve these minimum requirements, which
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indicates that the bounds are tight and the schemes are op-
timal. We further extend these schemes to mesh and torus
topologies. We prove that for a2k�2r�k (k � r�k) mesh
or torus,b 2�2

k

3
c andb 2

k

3
+ 2

k

4
c channels are the minimum

required for realizing hypercube communication, respec-
tively. We obtain routing and channel assignment schemes
that use at most 2 more channels than the optimal to realize
hypercube communication on these topologies.

Many researchers have studied the RCA problem in
the context of either WDM networks or TDM networks.
Heuristic RCA algorithms for arbitrary networks have been
developed [2, 4, 10, 13] for WDM networks. In [2, 10], the
optimal RCA problem is formulated as themulticommod-
ity 0–1 flowproblem which is NP–hard. Realizing hyper-
cube communication is a subproblem of the general optimal
RCA problem in [2, 10]. However, our algorithms provide
exact solutions to the problem without the need to exploit
exponential search domains. Heuristic algorithms for chan-
nel assignments on mesh topologies are studied in [11]. In
[9], RCA for permutation communication patterns in mesh–
like networks is considered. In [8], optimal schemes for re-
alizing all–to–all patterns in multi-stage networks are pre-
sented. In [5], message scheduling for all–to–all communi-
cation in mesh–like topologies is described. A large body
of related embedding techniques are surveyed in [7]. How-
ever, as discussed earlier, the objective and the techniques
of RCA are different from that of embedding. To the best
of our knowledge, optimal routing and channel assignment
for hypercube communication in mesh–like topologies has
not been studied previously.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2
defines the problem. Section 3 considers the array topology.
Section 4 discusses the ring topology. Section 5 presents
the scheme for meshes and section 6 considers the torus
topology. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Problem definition

We model a network as a directed graph G(V, E), where
nodes in V are switches and edges in E are links. Each node
in a network is assigned a node number starting from 0. We
assume that, in arrays and rings, the nodes are numbered
from left to right in ascending order, and that the nodes are
numbered in row major order for meshes and tori of size
n � m. That is, the node in theith column and thejth
row is numbered asj �m + i. Fig. 1 shows a4 � 4 torus
topology. This paper focuses on studying the optimal RCA
schemes for these traditional numbering schemes. Optimal
node numbering (and its RCA) is a much more complex
problem and is beyond the score of this paper. We assume

(d) a 4x4 torus

0 1 2 3

7
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8 9 10 11

13 14 15

Figure 1. Node numbering in a torus topology

that the number of nodes in a network isN = 2r. For a
mesh or a torus to contain2r nodes, each row and column
must contain a power of two number of nodes. Hence, we
will denote sizes of meshes and tori asN = 2k� 2r�k. We
will use the notationsARRAY (N) andRING(N) to rep-
resent arrays and rings of size N respectively. The notations
MESH(2k � 2r�k) andTORUS(2k � 2r�k) are used to
represent meshes and tori of size2k�2r�k. Without losing
generality, we always assumek � r � k.

We denote by(src; dst) the connection from nodesrc to
nodedst. A communication patternis a collection of con-
nections. Thehypercubecommunication pattern contains
a connection(src; dst) if and only if the binary represen-
tations ofsrc anddst differ in precisely one bit. A con-
nection in the hypercube communication pattern is called a
dimension l connectionif it connects two nodes that differ
in thelth bit position. In a network of sizeN = 2r, the set,
DIMl, where0 � l � r � 1, is defined as the set of all di-
mensionl connections andHr is defined as the hypercube
communication pattern. That is

DIMl =f(i; i+ 2l) j i mod 2l+1 < 2lg[
f(i; i� 2l) j i mod 2l+1 � 2lg

Hr = [r�1l=0DIMl

It can be easily proven that removing anyDIMl, for any
l � r � 1, fromHr leaves two disjoint sets of connections,
each of which being a hypercube pattern onN

2
nodes. For

example, removingDIM0 fromHr results in anHr�1 on
the even–numbered nodes and anotherHr�1 on the odd–
numbered nodes when the nodes are properly renumbered.
Next, we introduce some definitions and summarize the re-
sults of this paper.

Definition : P (x; y) is a directed path in G from node x
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to node y. It consists of a set of consecutive edges
beginning at x and ending at y.

Definition : Given a network G and a communication pat-
tern I , A routing R(I) of I is a set of directed path
R(I) = fP (x; y)j(x; y) 2 Ig.

Definition : Given a network G, a communication pat-
tern I and a routing R(I) for the communication pat-
tern, the congestion of an edge� 2 E, denoted
as�(G; I;R(I); �), is the number of paths in R(I)
containing�. The congestionof G in the rout-
ing R(I), denoted as�(G; I;R(I)), is the maximum
congestion of any edge of G in the routing R(I),
that is �(G; I;R(I)) = max�f�(G; I;R(I); �)g.
The congestionof G for a communication pattern
I, denoted as�(G; I), is the minimum congestion
of G in any routing R(I) for I, that is�(G; I) =
minRf�(G; I;R(I))g.

Definition : Given a network G and a routingR(I) for
communication pattern I, anassignment functionA :
R! INT , is a mapping from the set of paths to the
set of integerINT , where an integer corresponds to a
channel. Achannel assignmentfor a routingR(I) is
an assignment functionA that satisfies the following
conditions:

1. A(P (x1; y1)) 6= A(P (x2; y2)) if P (x1; y1),
P (x2; y2) are different paths that share a com-
mon edge.

2. A(P (x; y1)) 6= A(P (x; y2)) and
A(P (x1; y)) 6= A(P (x2; y)).

The condition (1) ensures that each channel on one
link can only be assigned to one connection. The
condition (2) ensures that each node can only use
one channel to send to or receive from one other
node. A channel assignment that violates condi-
tion (1) is said to havelink conflicts, and a chan-
nel assignment that violates condition (2) is said
to have node conflicts. We denote byA(R) the
set of channels assigned to the paths in R and by
jA(R)j the size ofA(R). We denote byw(G; I;R)
the minimum number of channels for the routing
R, thusw(G; I;R) = minAfjA(R)jg. We denote
by w(G; I) the smallestw(G; I;R) over all R, i.e.
w(G; I) = minRfw(G; I;R)g

lemma 1:w(G; I) � �(G; I).
Proof: Straight forward from the definitions.2

In the following sections, we will show that

w(ARRAY (N); Hr) = �(ARRAY (N); Hr) = b 2N
3
c

w(RING(N); Hr) = �(RING(N); Hr) = bN
3
+ N

4
c

We further give a lower bound for�(MESH(2k �
2r�k); Hr) and�(TORUS(2k�2r�k); Hr) and show that

w(MESH(2k � 2r�k); Hr) � b 2�2
k

3
c+ 2

� �(MESH(2k � 2r�k); Hr) + 2

w(TORUS(2k � 2r�k); Hr) � b 2
k

3
+ 2

k

4
c+ 2

� �(TORUS(2k � 2r�k); Hr) + 2

3 Hypercube connections on linear arrays

Since routing in a linear array is fixed, the RCA prob-
lem is reduced to a channel assignment problem. Given a
linear array of sizeN = 2r, we prove thatb 2N

3
c channels

is the lower bound to realize the hypercube communication
by showing that�(ARRAY (N); Hr) � b 2N

3
c. We then

develop a channel assignment scheme that usesb2N
3
c chan-

nels for the hypercube communication. This proves that the
bound is a tight lower bound and that the channel assign-
ment scheme is optimal.

3.1 A lower bound

Using Lemma 1, we will obtain a lower bound by prov-
ing that there exists a link in the linear array that is used
b 2N

3
c times when realizingHr. The following lemmas es-

tablish the bound.

Lemma 2: In a linear array of sizeN = 2r, wherer � 2,
there are2r�1 connections inDIMr�1[DIMr�2 that use
the link(n; n+1) for any specificn satisfying2r�2 � n �
2r�1 � 1.

Proof: The connections inDIMr�1 andDIMr�2 can be
represented by

DIMr�1=f(i; i+ N
2
)j0 � i < N

2
g

[f(i; i� N
2
)jN

2
� i < Ng

DIMr�2 = f(i; i+ N
4
)j0 � i < N

4
or N

2
� i < 3N

4
g

[ f(i; i� N
4
)jN

4
� i < N

2
or 3N

4
� i < Ng

Consider the connections inDIMr�1. All connections
(i; i + N

2
) with 0 � i � n use link (n; n + 1), where

2r�2 � n � 2r�1 � 1. Hence, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), there
are n+1 connections inDIMr�1 that use link(n; n + 1).
Similarly, in DIMr�2, all connections(i; i + N

4
), where
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n < i+N
4
< N

2
, use link(n; n+1). As shown in Fig. 2 (b),

there are2r�1 � n� 1 such connections. Hence, there are
a total ofn + 1 + 2r�1 � n � 1 = 2r�1 connections in
DIMr�1 andDIMr�2 that use link(n; n+ 1). 2

Lemma 3: In a linear array of sizeN = 2r, there exists a
link (n; n + 1) such that at leastb 2N

3
c connections inHr

use that link.

Proof: Let Ti(2r) be the number of connections inHr that
use link (i; i + 1) and letT (2r) = maxi(Ti(2

r)). Thus
T (20) = 0, T (21) = 1. From Lemma 2, we know that for
2r�2 � n � 2r�1�1, link (n; n+1) is used2r�1 times by
connections inDIMr�1 andDIMr�2. That is, the links
in the second quarter of the array (from node2r�2 to node
2r�1 � 1) are used2r�1 times by dimensionr � 1 and di-
mensionr � 2 connections. By the definition of hypercube
communication, we known that dimension 0 to dimension
r � 3 connections form a hypercube on this quarter of the
array. Thus, Lemma 2 can be recursively applied and the
following inequality is obtained.

T (2r) � 2r�1 + T (2r�2)

It can be proven by induction that the above inequality and
the boundary conditionsT (20) = 0, T (21) = 1, imply that
T (N) = T (2r) � b 2N

3
c. Hence, there exists a link which

is used at leastb 2N
3
c times by connections inHr. 2

The proof of Lemma 3 is constructive in the sense that
the link that is used at leastb 2N

3
c times can be found.

By recursively considering the second quarter of the lin-
ear array, we conclude that the source node,n, of the
link (n; n + 1) that is used at leastb 2N

3
c times inHr is

n = N
4
+ N

16
+ N

64
+ :: = bN

3
c. Hence, the link that is used

at leastb 2N
3
c times inHr is (bN

3
c; dN

3
e).

Corollary 3.1 Give an array of sizeN = 2r, if the nodes in
the array are partitioned into 2 setsS1 = fij0 � i � ng and
S2 = fijn+ 1 � i � Ng, wheren = bN

3
c, then there are

at leastb 2N
3
c connections inHr from S1 to S2 andb 2N

3
c

connections fromS2 to S1. 2

Theorem 1: �(ARRAY (N); Hr) � b 2N
3
c.

Proof: Directly from Lemma 3.2

3.2 An optimal channel assignment scheme

By the definition of hypercube communication, con-
nections inHr can be partitioned into three sets,DIM0,
EV ENr andODDr. DIM0 contains the dimension 0
connections,EV ENr contains connections between nodes
with even node numbers, andODDr contains connections

(a) DIM 0

(b) DIM 1

0 1

Channel 1

Channel  2

(c) realizing  DIM    and DIM    using 2 channels

Figure 3. Realizing DIM0 [DIM1 of H3

between nodes with odd node numbers. Each ofEV ENr

andODDr forms ar�1 dimensional hypercube communi-
cation,Hr�1, if only the nodes involved in communications
are considered and that the nodes are renumbered accord-
ingly. Thus, channel assignment schemes forHr�1 can be
extended to realizeHr as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 4: Assuming thatHr�1 can be realized on an array
of size2r�1 usingK channels, thenHr can be realized on
an array of size2r using2K + 1 channels.

Proof: Hr = EV ENr [ODDr [DIM0. From the above
discussion and the assumption,EV ENr andODDr are
Hr�1 (when nodes are properly renumbered),K channels
can be used to realizeEV ENr orODDr. Since it can eas-
ily be proven thatDIM0 can be realized with one channel,
a total of2K + 1 channels can be used to realizeHr. 2

LetD(N) be the number of channels needed forHr on
an array of sizeN = 2r. If we use a channel assignment
scheme that is in accordance with the proof of Lemma 4, we
can obtain the equation,D(N) = 2D(N=2)+1. Given that
no channel is needed to realize hypercube communication
on a 1–node array, D(1) = 0. Solving forD(N) results in
D(N) = N�1, which is not optimal. The following lemma
improves this simple channel assignment scheme.

Lemma 5: Assuming thatHr�2 can be realized on an array
of size2r�2 usingK channels, thenHr can be realized on
an array of size2r using4K + 2 channels.

Proof: ConsiderHr without dimension 0 and dimension 1
connections. By the definition ofHr,
Hr � (DIM0 [DIM1) = DIM2 [ ::: [DIMr�1 forms
four hypercube patterns, each being anHr�2 pattern on
nodesfn j n mod 4 = ig (with proper node renumber-
ing), denoted bysubarrayi, for i = 0, 1, 2 or 3. From
the hypothesis,Hr�2 can be realized on an array of size

4
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0 2 2 2 +2 2
rr-2r-1r-1r-2

2
r-2

<= n <= 2
r-1

-1

(a) connections in dimension r-1 are between nodes.and 

n

n+1 source nodes whose

n

(b) connections in dimension r-2 are either between and nodes or between and nodes.

N/2 -n-1 destination nodes whose

connections use link (n, n+1)

connections use link (n, n+1)

Figure 2. Dimension r � 1 and r � 2 connections

Algorithm 1: Assignarray(N = 2r)
(1) If (r = 0) then return�
(2) If (r is odd) then
(3) /* applying Lemma 4 */
(4) recursively apply Assignarray(N=2 = 2r�1) for EV ENr.
(5) recursively apply Assignarray(N=2 = 2r�1) for ODDr.
(6) assign connections inDIM0 to one channel.
(7) Else /* r is even, apply Lemma 5 */
(8) For i = 0, 1, 2, 3
(9) apply Assignarray(N=4 = 2r�2) for subarrayi.
(10) assign connections inDIM0 [DIM1 to 2 channels.

Figure 4. The channel assignment algorithm

2r�2 usingK channels. The four sub–cube patterns can
be realized in4K channels. The remaining connections to
be considered are those inDIM0 andDIM1. It can eas-
ily be proven that connections inDIM0 andDIM1 can be
assigned to 2 channels as shown in Fig. 3. Hence, the hy-
percube communicationHr can be realized using a total of
4K + 2 channels.2

The channel assignment algorithm,Algorithm 1, is de-
picted in Fig. 4. For the base case, whenN = 20 = 1, the
hypercube pattern contains no connection. To assign chan-
nels to connections in an array of sizeN = 2r, r > 0, there
are two cases. Ifr is even, then Lemma 5 is applied to use
4K + 2 channels for the hypercube pattern, whereK is the

DIM   + DIM

Node #: 0 1 3 132 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

0 1

Channels

0 subarray

subarray

subarray

subarray

Figure 5. Optimal channel assignment for H4

number of channels needed to realize a hypercube pattern
on an array of size2r�2 = N=4. If r is odd, Lemma 4 is
applied to use2K+1 channels to realize the hypercube pat-
tern, whereK is the number of channels needed to realize
a hypercube pattern in an array of size2r�1 = N=2. The
example of using this algorithm to scheduleH4 in an array
of size 16 is shown in Fig. 5.

Theorem 2: Algorithm 1 uses b2N
3
c channels for

Hr on a linear array withN = 2r nodes, thus
w(ARRAY (N); Hr) � b 2N

3
c.

Proof: LetDodd(2
r) andDeven(2

r) denote the number of
channels needed whenr is odd and even, respectively. The

5



number of channels for the hypercube pattern usingAlgo-
rithm 1can be formulated as follows,

Dodd(2
r) = 2Deven(2

r�1) + 1, whenr is odd.

Deven(2
r) = 4Deven(2

r�2) + 2, whenr is even.

Using the boundary conditionDeven(1) = Deven(2
0) = 0,

it can be proven by induction thatDodd(N) = 2N
3
� 1

3
and

Deven(N) = 2N
3
� 2

3
. Hence,Dodd(N) andDeven(N) are

equal tob 2N
3
c. w(ARRAY (N); Hr) � b 2N

3
c. 2

Theorem 3:
w(ARRAY (N); Hr) = �(ARRAY (N); Hr) = b 2N

3
c,

and Algorithm 1 is optimal.

Proof: Straight forward from Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and
Lemma 1.2

4 Hypercube connections on rings

By having links between node 0 and nodeN � 1, two
paths can be established from any node to any other node
on a ring. It has been shown [1] that even for a fixed rout-
ing, general optimal channel assignment problem is NP–
complete. In this section, we focus on the specific problem
of optimal RCA forHr on ring topologies. We obtain a
lower bound on the number of channels needed to realize
Hr and develop optimal routing and channel assignment
that achieves this lower bound and is, thus optimal.

Lemma 6: �(RING(N); Hr) � bN
3
+ N

4
c.

Proof: This lemma is proven by showing that there exist
two cuts on a ring that partition the ring into two sets,S1
andS2, such that2�bN

3
+ N

4
c connections inHr originate

at nodes inS1 and terminate at nodes inS2. Since there are
only 2 links connectingS1 toS2, one of the 2 links must be
used at leastbN

3
+ N

4
c times, regardless of which routing

scheme is used. ConsiderHr on a ring of sizeN = 2r.
The connections inDIM0 [ :::DIMr�2 form two r � 1
dimensional hypercube patterns in twoarraysof size2r�1.
The first array , denoted bysubarray1, contains nodes 0,
.., 2r�1 � 1 and the second array, denoted bysubarray2,
contains nodes2r�1,..,2r�1. From Corollary 3.1, we know
that there exists a link in each2r�1 node array such that
bN
3
c connections in the hypercube pattern use that link in

each direction. From the discussion in previous section, the
link is (bN

3
c; dN

3
e) in subarray1 and(bN

3
c+2r�1; dN

3
e+

2r�1) in subarray2. These two links partition the ring into
two setsS1 = fij0 � i � bN

3
cg [ fij2r�1 + bN

3
c + 1 �

i � 2r � 1g andS2 = fijbN
3
c + 1 � i � 2r�1 + bN

3
cg.

Hence, there arebN
3
c connections fromS1 \ subarray1 to

S2\subarray1 andbN
3
c connections fromS1\subarray2

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111
1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

S1

S2

subarray

subarray 1

2

Figure 6. Hypercube on a ring

toS2 \ subarray2 in DIM0 [ :::DIMr�2. Thus, there are
2�bN

3
c connections inDIM0 [ ::[DIMr�2 originating

at nodes inS1 and terminating at nodes inS2. Fig. 6 shows
the cuts on a 16–node ring. The remaining connections of
Hr are inDIMr�1. By partitioning the ring intoS1 and
S2, each nodes inS1 has a dimensionr� 1 connection to a
node inS2. Hence, there areN=2 connections inDIMr�1

betweenS1 andS2. Therefore, a total of2�bN
3
c+N=2 =

2� bN
3
+ N

4
c connections inHr are fromS1 to S2. Thus,

�(RING(N); Hr) � bN
3
+ N

4
c. 2

Our RCA scheme uses an odd–even shortest path rout-
ing. Given a ring of sizeN = 2r, an odd–even shortest
path routing works as follows. A connection between two
nodes is established using a shortest path. Connections that
have two shortest paths are of the forms(i; i + 2r�1) and
(i; i � 2r�1). For these connections, the clockwise path is
used ifi is even and the counter–clockwise path ifi is odd.

The channel assignment algorithm is derived from
Lemma 6. There are two parts in the algorithm, channel
assignment for connections inDIMr�1 and channel as-
signment for connections inDIM0 [ :: [DIMr�2. Chan-
nel assignment for connections inDIM0 [ :: [ DIMr�2

is equivalent to channel assignment for twoHr�1 in two
disjoint arrays, thus, using the channel assignment scheme
(for array) described in the previous section,bN

3
c channels

can be used to realize these connections. For the connec-
tions in DIMr�1, using odd–even shortest path routing,
four connections inDIMr�1, (i; i + 2r�1), (i + 2r�1; i),
(i + 1; i + 2r�1 + 1), (i + 2r�1 + 1; i + 1), can be re-
alized using one channel. We denote byCONFIGi these
four connections. Since the union of allCONFIGi, where
i = 0; 2; 4; :::; N=2� 2 is equal toDIMr�1,N=4 channels
are sufficient to realizeDIMr�1. Fig. 7 shows the channel
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Algorithm 2: Assignring(N = 2r)

(1) Apply Assignarray(N=2 = 2r�1) onsubarray1.
(2) Apply Assignarray(N=2 = 2r�1) onsubarray2.

Sincesubarray1 andsubarray2 are disjoint,
channels can be reused in steps (1) and (2).

(3) for i = 0, N/2-2, step 2
Assign a channel to connections(i; i+ 2r�1), (i + 2r�1; i),
(i+ 1; i+ 2r�1 + 1) and(i+ 2r�1 + 1; i+ 1)

Figure 7. The channel assignment for rings

assignment algorithm for ring topologies.

Theorem 4: Algorithm 2usesbN
3
+ N

4
c channels to realize

Hr in a ring of sizeN = 2r.

Proof: Straight forward from above discussion.2

Theorem 5: w(RING(N); Hr) = �(RING(N); Hr) =
bN
3
+ N

4
c, and the odd–even shortest path routing with Al-

gorithm 2 is an optimal RCA scheme for hypercube con-
nection on rings.

Proof: Straight forward from Lemma 1, Lemma 6 and
Theorem 4.2

5 Hypercube connections on meshes

Given a2k�2r�k mesh, realizing the hypercube connec-
tions on the mesh is equivalent to realizingHk in each row
andHr�k in each column. The following lemma gives the
lower bound on the number of channels required to realize
hypercube communication patterns on meshes.

Lemma 7: �(MESH(2k � 2r � k); Hr) � b 2�2
k

3
c, as-

sumingk � r � k.

Proof: The hypercube pattern on the mesh contains2r�k

k–dimensional hypercube patterns on2k arrays in the2r�k

rows. Consider a cut in edges(b2
k

3
c; d 2

k

3
e) in every row,

which partitions the mesh into two parts. From Corollary
3.1, we know that for each row there areb2�2

k

3
c connec-

tions from the left of the cut to the right of the cut, hence,
there are a total of2r�k�b 2�2

k

3
c connections crossing the

cut. Since there are2r�k edges in the cut, there exists at
least one edge that is used at leastb2�2

k

3
c times. Thus,

�(MESH(2k � 2r � k); Hr) � b 2�2
k

3
c. 2

Given a mesh of size2k � 2r�k, we will denote the hy-
percube communication pattern in each row byHrow

k and
the hypercube communication pattern in each column by
Hcol
r�k. Our RCA scheme uses X–Y shortest path routing.

E

E

E

E

E E E E

O

O

O

O

O O O O

E configuration

O configuration

Figure 8. a Mesh configuration

Since we already know the optimal channel assignment for
Hrow
k andHcol

r�k, the challenge here is to reuse channels
on connections in two dimensions efficiently. Let us de-
fine anarray configurationas the set of connections in a
linear array that are assigned to the same channel.Ring,
meshandtorus configurationsare defined similarly. Using
the definition of configurations, a mesh configuration can
be obtained by combining array configurations in the rows
and the columns. For example, if an array configurations in
x dimension and an array configuration in y dimension can
be combined into a mesh configuration, the two array con-
figurations can be realized in the mesh topology using one
channel. Notice that, while there is no link conflict when
assigning channels to row and column connections, node
conflicts may occur and must be avoided.

Let us first take a deeper look at the array configurations
for arrays of sizeN = 2k. Following the channel assign-
ment algorithm,Algorithm 1, array configurations can be
classified into three categories;E configurations that con-
tain only connections between even–numbered nodes,O
configurations that contain only connections between odd–
numbered nodes, andEO configurations that contain di-
mension 0 (and/or) dimension 1 connections As discussed
in Section 3, ifk is odd, there is only one EO configuration

7



for connections inDIM0, (b 2N3 c � 1)=2 E configurations
for connections inEV ENk, and(b 2N

3
c � 1)=2 O config-

urations for connections inODDk . Similarly, if k is even,
there are twoEO configurations,(b2N

3
c� 2)=2E configu-

rations and(b 2N
3
c � 2)=2 O configurations. The following

lemma shows thatE andO configurations in the rows and
columns of the mesh can be combined.

Lemma 8: Given an E configuration,Ex, and an O config-
uration,Ox, in the x direction and an E configuration,Ey,
and an O configuration,Oy, in the y direction,Ex andOx

in all rows andEy andOy in all columns can be realized in
two mesh configurations.

Proof: The proof is by constructing the two mesh configu-
rations. In the first mesh configuration, let all odd numbered
rows realizeOx and all even numbered row realizeEx. In
this case, no connection starts or terminates at an odd num-
bered node in an even column or at an even numbered node
in an odd column. Thus, in the same mesh configuration,
Ey can be realized in odd columns andOy can be realized
in even columns. The second mesh configuration realizes
Ex on odd numbered rows,Ox on even numbered rows,
Ey on even numbered columns andOy on odd numbered
columns. These two mesh configurations realizeEx and
Ox in all rows andEy andOy in all columns. Fig. 8 shows
the construction of a mesh configuration.2

Lemma 8 lays the foundation for the channel assignment
algorithm. Leta be the number of E and O configurations
in Hrow

k , b be the number of EO configurations inHrow
k , c

be the number of E and O configurations inHcol
r�k, d be the

number of EO configurations inHcol
r�k. By assumptions, we

havek � r�k, a � c, a+b = b 2�2
k

3
c andd � 2. By com-

bining E and O, row and column configurations into mesh
configurations, all the E and O configurations in each row
and all the E and O configurations in each column can be
realized usinga mesh configurations. Using an individual
mesh configuration for each EO configuration in the rows
and the columns, a total ofa+ b+ d � b 2�2

k

3
c+2 config-

urations are sufficient to realize the hypercube connections.

Theorem 4: Hr can be realized on a2k�2r�k mesh, where
k � r � k, usingb 2�2

k

3
c+ 2 channels.2

Corollary 4.1: w(MESH(2k � 2r�k); Hr) � b 2�2
k

3
c +

2 � �(MESH(2k � 2r�k); Hr) + 2. 2

6 Hypercube connections on tori

As in the case of realizingHr on a mesh,Hr can be
realized on a2k � 2r�k torus by realizingHrow

k in each
row andHcol

r�k in each column. The following lemma gives

a lower bound on the number of channels required to realize
Hr on a torus.

Lemma 9: �(TORUS(2k � 2r � k); Hr) � b 2
k

3
+ 2

k

4
c,

assumingk � r � k.

Proof: The hypercube pattern on the torus contains2r�k

k–dimensional hypercube patterns on2k rings in the2k

rows. Considered 2 cuts in edges(b2
k�1

3
c; d 2

k�1

3
e) and

(b 2
k�1

3
c+2k�1; d 2

k�1

3
e+2k�1) in every row which parti-

tion the torus into two parts. Following the same reasoning
as in the proof of lemma 6, we know that for each row there
are2 � b 2

k

3
+ 2

k

4
c connections from one part to the other

part, hence, there are a total of2r�k�2�b 2
k

3
+ 2

k

4
c connec-

tions crossing the two parts. Since there are2� 2r�k edges
in the cut, regardless of the routing scheme used, there exist
at least one edge that is used at leastb2

k

3
+ 2

k

4
c times. Thus,

�(TORUS(2k � 2r � k); Hr) � b 2
k

3
+ 2

k

4
c. 2

We use X–Y routing between dimensions and odd–even
shortest path routing within each dimension to develop the
RCA scheme. Here, we need to consider how to com-
bine ring configurations into torus configurations. As in
the case of rings, given a2k � 2r�k torus, we partition
the connections inHr into two sets. The first set includes
all connections inDIM0 [ :: [ DIMk�2 in each row and
all connections inDIM0 [ :: [ DIMr�k�2 in each col-
umn. The second set includes the connections inDIMk�1

in each row and the connections inDIMr�k�1 in each col-
umn. The connections inDIM0 [ :: [ DIMk�2 in each
row and the connections inDIM0 [ :: [ DIMr�k�2 in
each column form four hypercube patterns on four disjoint
2k�1�2r�k�1 sub–meshes in the torus. A straight forward
extension of the channel assignment scheme in the previous
section can be used to assign channels to these connections
with at mostb 2

k

3
c+ 2 channels.

To realize the connections inDIMk�1 in each row and
the connections inDIMr�k�1 in each column, we follow
the same partitioning for the ring topology discussed in sec-
tion 4. Specifically, we construct the following configura-
tions in rows and columns respectively

rowi = f(i; i + 2k�1); (i + 2k�1; i); (i + 1; i + 1 +
2k�1); (i+ 1 + 2k�1; i+ 1)g

columnj = f(j; j+2r�k�1); (j+2r�k�1; j); (j+1; j+
1 + 2r�k�1); (j + 1 + 2r�k�1; j + 1)g

DIMk�1 is composed of the configurationsrowi, for i =
0; 2; :::; 2k�1 � 2 andDIMr�k�1 is composed of the con-
figurationscolumnj for j = 0; 2; :::; 2r�k�1 � 2.

Lemma 10For anyi1, i2, wherei1 6= i2, rowi1 androwi2

in each row andcolumni1 andcolumni2 in each column
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can be realized in two torus configurations.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 8, omitted.2

Theorem 5: Hr can be realized on a2k�2r�k torus, where
k � r � k, usingb 2

k

3
+ 2

k

4
c+ 2 channels.

Proof: As discussed above,b2
k

3
c + 2 channels are suffi-

cient to realize all connections inHr, except the connec-
tions in DIMk�1 in each row andDIMr�k�1 in each
column, by realizing four hypercube communication pat-
terns on the four disjoint sub–meshes. From Lemma 10,
configurationsrowi, i = 0; 2; :::; 2r�k�1 � 2 and config-
urationscolumnj , j = 0; 2; :::; 2r�k�1 � 2 can be real-
ized in2r�k�2 torus configurations. Since2k�2 � 2r�k�2

torus configurations can be used to realizerowi , i =
2r�k�1; 2r�k�1 + 2; ::; 2k�1 � 2, all the dimensionk � 1
connections in each row and dimensionr � k � 1 con-
nections in each column can be realized in2k�2 torus
configurations. Hence,Hr can be realized by a total of
b 2

k

3
c+ 2 + 2k�2 = b 2

k

3
+ 2

k

4
c+ 2 configurations.2

Corollary 5.1: w(TORUS(2k � 2r�k); Hr) � b 2
k

3
+

2
k

4
c+ 2 � �(TORUS(2k � 2r�k); Hr) + 2. 2

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied optimal schemes to realize hy-
percube connections on mesh–like optical networks. We
prove thatb 2N

3
c andbN

3
+ N

4
c are tight lower bounds of the

number of channels needed to realize hypercube connec-
tions on linear arrays and rings of sizeN , respectively. We
develop optimal RCA algorithms that achieve these lower
bounds. Also, we study the mesh and torus topologies and
develop RCA algorithms that use at most 2 more channels
than the optimal. Our results can be used to efficiently es-
tablish virtual hypercube topologies on optical mesh–like
physical networks. They can also be used to realize hyper-
cube communications efficiently for parallel algorithms that
involve such communication.
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